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I. Introduction 

With the accumulation of experimental data, it becomes 
clear that conventional Weinberg-Salam'1' model of weak and 
electromagnetic interaction is not sufficient to describe 
the real leptonic world. Larger number of particles and 
probably larger gauge groupB must be considered, 
sua)*sum>u(i), sua) * UH) groups were proposed 
as possible candidates' "/. Contrary to the W.-S. model 
which was more or lees uniquely fixed by demanding that no 
other leptone exoept for electron, muon and corresponding 
neutrinos were present,there exist great arbitrariness in 
the choice of larger unified models. Рог that reason additi
onal information whioh may diminish this ambiguity is desi
rable. Suoh information may be provided by postulating some 
extra symmetry of interaction which is more restrictive than 
ordinary gauge invarianoe. It seems that supersymmetry is 
able to play such a role. Indeed, auperaymmetry implies severe 
constraints on the possible gauge models. At the same time 
it provides a natural explanation for the Higgs meohaniBm'*'i 
in Bupersymmetric theory leptone are necessarily aocompaniad 
by scalar mesons triggering spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
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Heavy leptons are also predicted by superaymmetric unified 
models. Йоге praolalyt If one Inaiats on the (V-A) form 
of u - 6 Interaction than heavy leptona muat be present. 
Their masses are correlated with the maaaea of W-mesons. 

Using the mechanism of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking 
proposed by one of the present authors ''•••>/ %% W B a shown 
possible to oonatruct realistic supersymmetrio models of 
weak and eleotromagnetic lnteraotlona'*'6''''. 

In this paper we oonsider two models, baaed on 
suuuuii) and $m*sw%)*m) 

groups, not 

contradicting experimental data, everywhere throughout this 

paper we assume lepton number conservation. This conservation 

la associated with the transformation 
Ф ±(х,0)-~е'*Ф ±(* |е" , Ч Г ге) 

(1.1) 
or in terms of the components 

\eiiuF± 

(1.2) 

Here $ + are chlral matter superfields and 4f is the 
gauga euperflald. The exiatenoe of aero masa neutrinos will 
follow from these oonaervation lawa. Th* invarianoe with 
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reapeet to the transformations (1.1) restricts also possible 
mass terms and the vacuum expectation valuee (VEV) of the 
scalar components of superflelda. 

2. A SU(2)*Utl) Model. 

is a first example we shall oonsider 5 M 2 ) « ll(L) 
model with the additional contact matter field interaction. 
The simplest model reproducing reasonable lepton spectrum 
Includes three ohlral iaodubletsi $ * =»{A* ,u/' , F* J . 

t= 1,2,3 ; k is the isotoplo indexi k= 1, 2 and 
two Heraitlan singleatsi $* f ФД = ($^) +

 | $> + = I A j + , 

The most general a.s. and gauge Invariant Lagrangian "' 
looks as follows 

Here Д jf denotes a mass term generated by spontaneous 
euperaymmetry breaking" '. It looks as follows 

• • ' • • • . . - ' • , ( 2 . 8 ) 

We demand lapton charge conservation associated with the 
transformation 
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(2.3) 

%ti*,d)~ $stU.e""r0) 

The lepton charges are specified ав followe 

We assume also separate electron and 

These conservation lane lead to the following restrictions 
on the parameters Ц., , a,.. , 77 . . The only nonzero 
parameters are 

W « s me > й м « "V . %, * 7. < 5 a« • a » s a* • ( 2. 6) 

One oan easily verify that the effeotive potential genera
ted by the Lagrangian (2.1) has a atable minimum at 

<A''4 « <W."0, <C>, = * * f l , 4 ' V ' (2.7) 
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Shifting the fields to zero expectation valuee we obtain 
the following шавв spectrum: 
Charged veotor measons acquire the таввеа 

^v ~ J (d+ +d-^ • (2.8) 
Neutral veotor шевопв 

Charged fermiona 

Y»./c , m , « / ! r t 

Sue to invariance with respect to the transformations (2.J), 
(2.4), (2.5) four maealess fermions exist 
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There are also three heavy neutral leptona with the 

,№ -L/ м* «Л4 \i/SL 
(a.12) 

The шаваев of the heavy oharged leptone are related to the 
Intermediate vector шявоп шавв by the sum rule 

(2.13) 
Therefore If one of theae leptona 1в Identified with the 
recently discovered T particle than 
the second one has a very large maas, 

Masses of the neutral leptone dopend on the ratios 
ОНИ""1 . Bxperimental lower limit M , > Л „ l*»de to 

• "i 
d.LQ, ^,0.25. 

Scalar meaon шавв speotrum contains considerable arbi
trariness. By the appropriate choice of the parameters \ , 

Г] the masses of all scalar meaona oan be done greater than 
the W mass. Consequently all the ргооеввев including sca
lar mesons are suppressed. 

The explicit form of interaction oan be easily found 
from eq. (2,1). И» electron and muon part looks as follows 

-Hi 

*-.j/i4' f W* *r№ + 



i/il _ 

П6 а^-ЧЛ^^гп* Г 1 , 4/^^.>' 1 •-Ca.H) "6 

... denotes terms containing heavy leptons and uoalars. 
This terms Include axial veotor oontributlon to the neutral 
ourrent. 

U,-Q universality is exact only in the limit m f = 
я т„ - 0 . M. V and e t V e u coupling constants 
differ by the factor 

(2.15) 
However due to the faot that m <c [\ , rn <? Л -
the deviation from universality is negligible. 

The eleotron neutral current is pure vector and there
fore no parity violation in atomic physics is predicted. 
Parity violating effects are absent also in the neutrino-
e t и scattering. Experimental situation here ie not quite 
clear, and we shall not discuss it. Ae to the neutrino-had-
ron aoattering where euoh effects are certainly present, it 
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can be easily explained in the framework of the present model . 
Up to now we consider only leptonic seotor. Quark weak intera
ction may be easily included. The peouliar feature of super-
symmetry models is the absence of natural quark-lepton symme
try. Indeed leptons are constructed partially from chiral 
superfields vi/ and partially from gauge superfields A, • 
If the quarks are not mixed with the leptone than they muet 
be described by only chiral superfields and vaouum expecta
tion values of these euperfields must be zero. (Otherwise 
the mass term would arise which mixer quarks and leptons). 
Therefore quark sector is completely independent on the 
lepton sector. Practically any quark mode:', may be easily 
written in a supersymmetric form. In particular one can choose 
the quark neutral currents having axial part as well. Super-
symmetry gives no essential new predictions for the quark 
weak Interactions, apart from the existence of scalar partic
les accompanying quarks. Por that reason we shall not discuss 
in this paper quark weak interactions. 

3. SU{l)*SUti-)*UA) Model. 
How we will oonsider SU(SL) » $Ш%) * U4) model 

with doublets and quartets, but will assume that apart from 
minimal gauge coupling additional direct matter field inte
raction takes plaoe. Matter fields are described by two 
quartets $.. = { A^ ± , (j/ F { . ± } and six doublets 
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$*,_, are doublets with respect to 5 Ш ) 4 ( З Ш ) Д ) 
and ainglesta with respect to SUUD^iSUtH)^ 

The moat general gauge invariant and aupereymmetrio 
Lagrangian for these fields looks as followsi 

•1^ .$ :*$ .$ ! i F

+t..c.-mi$>.*$:$ +i F* (3.1) 

+ s e Y W + л x , 
where Д !£. denotea a mass term for eoalar fields generated 
by spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. 

We postulate lepton number conservation associated with 
the transformation 

'$*<* ,* ) -$ ± (* , е - а **0> ( 3 2 ) 
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and also separate conservation of doublet leptonlc charges 
(electron, muon, e tc . ) . The later Is associated with the 
transformations 

Invariance with respect to these transformations leads to 
equations m a 0 , 

Д# = - С А * +

+ А : - 1 - А - + А - - T M . 7 ( A > . + A_X) * 

It can be ehown that choosing appropriately symmetry 
breaking parameters we oan obtain a etable extrenum at the 
following poi 

< А г . ± > = ( о о) , < A ± > = 0 , * « l , a 

* U/ ' (3.5) 
Shifting the fields to zero expectation values one 

obtains the following mass spectrum charged veotor mesons: 

t (3.6) 

Neutral vector mesons and photon 
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й * .«ччч+.уу» ( 3 7 ) 

where 

Charged fermiona 

6*. = V (Э.8) 

E,t= (*-С-»ТД)^Г>' •1/4 

E = fc .•vV<-V>"* 
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Es- - УД 
е. = Г' , /i = Ч\\ (3.9) 

Neutral roaaBive fenniona f\[. 

There are three neutral massive fermiona. The masses of 
two of them are related to the maaaeo of neutral veotor me-
aons. 

й * 1 * Л ж 1 (3.10) 

^ = %l Э 

л ф*-к_| 

"a 
Neutral maealess fermlone 

^i tf • Ф ' ^ С * . ^ j (ЗИ1) 
с 
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We aaaume that ordinary electron and muon weak Inter
action la mediated by W ^ mason, associated nith the 

52i(5)„ group, and that the other intermediate meaon 
\J , la much heavier. That means |y|5S» l«*.+ l, 1<A_I • 
Than the charged W ^ _ current has a form 

-1/4 г _ „ —и — h, 
^ = i a

a ~ { М ' е * *vMlV t

 +%LfE i L

 + 

SL 

_ (3.12) 

t.. denotes terms containing heavy leptone (charged and 
neutral). 

In the aame approximation neutral ourrent interacting 
with the lighter neutral шевоп ~Z-, looks as follows 

.а^„»\1/д ; _ (Г*Я,) , /^я,. A n . t J y _ _ 

IS 



Electromagnetics coupling constant ia 

<ч "*• 

(3.14) 
Bleotron and muon charged currents Interaction is exact

ly universal i»nd haa a atandurd form, is to the heavy leptona 
one of them £ 1 also has universal V ~ h interac
tion, but others interaot differently. In particular right 
handed ourrenta are present. Identification of one of these 
leptons with X -partlole Is somewhat arbitrary beoauae at 
present we know little about it's interaction. One of the 
possibilities is Г а Е , . 

Bleotron and muon neutral currents contain axial part, 
and therefore parity violation in atomic physios is predic
ted. So if the аЬэеиед of parity violation in atoms will 
be confirmed this model should be considered as unsatisfac
tory. As in the previous model quark aeotor may be introdu
ced wite independently and will not be diaoussed here. 

Disouaalon 

Examples considered in the previous sections show that 
unified lepton models nay be formulated in a aupersymaetrio 
way. Superaymmetry implies severe restrictions on the pos
sible models and leads in particular to the existence of sum 
rules between the masses of leptons and \/ . -mesons. 
However, we found impossible to describe the existing 
experimental situation in the framework of minimal super-
synmetrio gauge ooupling. Perhaps mors oonplioeted gauge 
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groups should be considered. Minimal models certainly are 
more appealing from the aosthetical point of view and are 
more predictive. If one abandons the requirement of minima
lity and considers direct matter field interaction of the 
type Ф , then "standard" gauge groups,i.e.,SWW л Ш 1 ) , 

are aooeptable. In ccsparison with ordinary gauge models 
auperaymmetrlc lepton models give additional predictions 
concerning mass spectrum and the form of interaction. 
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I. Introduction 

With the accumulation of experimental data, it becomes 
clear that conventional Weinberg-Salam'1' model of weak and 
electromagnetic interaction is not sufficient to describe 
the real leptonic world. Larger number of particles and 
probably larger gauge groupB must be considered, 
sua)*sum>u(i), sua) * UH) groups were proposed 
as possible candidates' "/. Contrary to the W.-S. model 
which was more or lees uniquely fixed by demanding that no 
other leptone exoept for electron, muon and corresponding 
neutrinos were present,there exist great arbitrariness in 
the choice of larger unified models. Рог that reason additi
onal information whioh may diminish this ambiguity is desi
rable. Suoh information may be provided by postulating some 
extra symmetry of interaction which is more restrictive than 
ordinary gauge invarianoe. It seems that supersymmetry is 
able to play such a role. Indeed, auperaymmetry implies severe 
constraints on the possible gauge models. At the same time 
it provides a natural explanation for the Higgs meohaniBm'*'i 
in Bupersymmetric theory leptone are necessarily aocompaniad 
by scalar mesons triggering spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
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Heavy leptons are also predicted by superaymmetric unified 
models. Йоге praolalyt If one Inaiats on the (V-A) form 
of u - 6 Interaction than heavy leptona muat be present. 
Their masses are correlated with the maaaea of W-mesons. 

Using the mechanism of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking 
proposed by one of the present authors ''•••>/ %% W B a shown 
possible to oonatruct realistic supersymmetrio models of 
weak and eleotromagnetic lnteraotlona'*'6''''. 

In this paper we oonsider two models, baaed on 
suuuuii) and $m*sw%)*m) 

groups, not 

contradicting experimental data, everywhere throughout this 

paper we assume lepton number conservation. This conservation 

la associated with the transformation 
Ф ±(х,0)-~е'*Ф ±(* |е" , Ч Г ге) 

(1.1) 
or in terms of the components 

\eiiuF± 

(1.2) 

Here $ + are chlral matter superfields and 4f is the 
gauga euperflald. The exiatenoe of aero masa neutrinos will 
follow from these oonaervation lawa. Th* invarianoe with 
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reapeet to the transformations (1.1) restricts also possible 
mass terms and the vacuum expectation valuee (VEV) of the 
scalar components of superflelda. 

2. A SU(2)*Utl) Model. 

is a first example we shall oonsider 5 M 2 ) « ll(L) 
model with the additional contact matter field interaction. 
The simplest model reproducing reasonable lepton spectrum 
Includes three ohlral iaodubletsi $ * =»{A* ,u/' , F* J . 

t= 1,2,3 ; k is the isotoplo indexi k= 1, 2 and 
two Heraitlan singleatsi $* f ФД = ($^) +

 | $> + = I A j + , 

The most general a.s. and gauge Invariant Lagrangian "' 
looks as follows 

Here Д jf denotes a mass term generated by spontaneous 
euperaymmetry breaking" '. It looks as follows 

• • ' • • • . . - ' • , ( 2 . 8 ) 

We demand lapton charge conservation associated with the 
transformation 
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(2.3) 

%ti*,d)~ $stU.e""r0) 

The lepton charges are specified ав followe 

We assume also separate electron and 

These conservation lane lead to the following restrictions 
on the parameters Ц., , a,.. , 77 . . The only nonzero 
parameters are 

W « s me > й м « "V . %, * 7. < 5 a« • a » s a* • ( 2. 6) 

One oan easily verify that the effeotive potential genera
ted by the Lagrangian (2.1) has a atable minimum at 

<A''4 « <W."0, <C>, = * * f l , 4 ' V ' (2.7) 
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Shifting the fields to zero expectation valuee we obtain 
the following шавв spectrum: 
Charged veotor measons acquire the таввеа 

^v ~ J (d+ +d-^ • (2.8) 
Neutral veotor шевопв 

Charged fermiona 

Y»./c , m , « / ! r t 

Sue to invariance with respect to the transformations (2.J), 
(2.4), (2.5) four maealess fermions exist 
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There are also three heavy neutral leptona with the 

,№ -L/ м* «Л4 \i/SL 
(a.12) 

The шаваев of the heavy oharged leptone are related to the 
Intermediate vector шявоп шавв by the sum rule 

(2.13) 
Therefore If one of theae leptona 1в Identified with the 
recently discovered T particle than 
the second one has a very large maas, 

Masses of the neutral leptone dopend on the ratios 
ОНИ""1 . Bxperimental lower limit M , > Л „ l*»de to 

• "i 
d.LQ, ^,0.25. 

Scalar meaon шавв speotrum contains considerable arbi
trariness. By the appropriate choice of the parameters \ , 

Г] the masses of all scalar meaona oan be done greater than 
the W mass. Consequently all the ргооеввев including sca
lar mesons are suppressed. 

The explicit form of interaction oan be easily found 
from eq. (2,1). И» electron and muon part looks as follows 

-Hi 

*-.j/i4' f W* *r№ + 



i/il _ 

П6 а^-ЧЛ^^гп* Г 1 , 4/^^.>' 1 •-Ca.H) "6 

... denotes terms containing heavy leptons and uoalars. 
This terms Include axial veotor oontributlon to the neutral 
ourrent. 

U,-Q universality is exact only in the limit m f = 
я т„ - 0 . M. V and e t V e u coupling constants 
differ by the factor 

(2.15) 
However due to the faot that m <c [\ , rn <? Л -
the deviation from universality is negligible. 

The eleotron neutral current is pure vector and there
fore no parity violation in atomic physics is predicted. 
Parity violating effects are absent also in the neutrino-
e t и scattering. Experimental situation here ie not quite 
clear, and we shall not discuss it. Ae to the neutrino-had-
ron aoattering where euoh effects are certainly present, it 
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can be easily explained in the framework of the present model . 
Up to now we consider only leptonic seotor. Quark weak intera
ction may be easily included. The peouliar feature of super-
symmetry models is the absence of natural quark-lepton symme
try. Indeed leptons are constructed partially from chiral 
superfields vi/ and partially from gauge superfields A, • 
If the quarks are not mixed with the leptone than they muet 
be described by only chiral superfields and vaouum expecta
tion values of these euperfields must be zero. (Otherwise 
the mass term would arise which mixer quarks and leptons). 
Therefore quark sector is completely independent on the 
lepton sector. Practically any quark mode:', may be easily 
written in a supersymmetric form. In particular one can choose 
the quark neutral currents having axial part as well. Super-
symmetry gives no essential new predictions for the quark 
weak Interactions, apart from the existence of scalar partic
les accompanying quarks. Por that reason we shall not discuss 
in this paper quark weak interactions. 

3. SU{l)*SUti-)*UA) Model. 
How we will oonsider SU(SL) » $Ш%) * U4) model 

with doublets and quartets, but will assume that apart from 
minimal gauge coupling additional direct matter field inte
raction takes plaoe. Matter fields are described by two 
quartets $.. = { A^ ± , (j/ F { . ± } and six doublets 
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$*,_, are doublets with respect to 5 Ш ) 4 ( З Ш ) Д ) 
and ainglesta with respect to SUUD^iSUtH)^ 

The moat general gauge invariant and aupereymmetrio 
Lagrangian for these fields looks as followsi 

•1^ .$ :*$ .$ ! i F

+t..c.-mi$>.*$:$ +i F* (3.1) 

+ s e Y W + л x , 
where Д !£. denotea a mass term for eoalar fields generated 
by spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. 

We postulate lepton number conservation associated with 
the transformation 

'$*<* ,* ) -$ ± (* , е - а **0> ( 3 2 ) 
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and also separate conservation of doublet leptonlc charges 
(electron, muon, e tc . ) . The later Is associated with the 
transformations 

Invariance with respect to these transformations leads to 
equations m a 0 , 

Д# = - С А * +

+ А : - 1 - А - + А - - T M . 7 ( A > . + A_X) * 

It can be ehown that choosing appropriately symmetry 
breaking parameters we oan obtain a etable extrenum at the 
following poi 

< А г . ± > = ( о о) , < A ± > = 0 , * « l , a 

* U/ ' (3.5) 
Shifting the fields to zero expectation values one 

obtains the following mass spectrum charged veotor mesons: 

t (3.6) 

Neutral vector mesons and photon 
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й * .«ччч+.уу» ( 3 7 ) 

where 

Charged fermiona 

6*. = V (Э.8) 

E,t= (*-С-»ТД)^Г>' •1/4 

E = fc .•vV<-V>"* 
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Es- - УД 
е. = Г' , /i = Ч\\ (3.9) 

Neutral roaaBive fenniona f\[. 

There are three neutral massive fermiona. The masses of 
two of them are related to the maaaeo of neutral veotor me-
aons. 

й * 1 * Л ж 1 (3.10) 

^ = %l Э 

л ф*-к_| 

"a 
Neutral maealess fermlone 

^i tf • Ф ' ^ С * . ^ j (ЗИ1) 
с 
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We aaaume that ordinary electron and muon weak Inter
action la mediated by W ^ mason, associated nith the 

52i(5)„ group, and that the other intermediate meaon 
\J , la much heavier. That means |y|5S» l«*.+ l, 1<A_I • 
Than the charged W ^ _ current has a form 

-1/4 г _ „ —и — h, 
^ = i a

a ~ { М ' е * *vMlV t

 +%LfE i L

 + 

SL 

_ (3.12) 

t.. denotes terms containing heavy leptone (charged and 
neutral). 

In the aame approximation neutral ourrent interacting 
with the lighter neutral шевоп ~Z-, looks as follows 

.а^„»\1/д ; _ (Г*Я,) , /^я,. A n . t J y _ _ 
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Electromagnetics coupling constant ia 

<ч "*• 

(3.14) 
Bleotron and muon charged currents Interaction is exact

ly universal i»nd haa a atandurd form, is to the heavy leptona 
one of them £ 1 also has universal V ~ h interac
tion, but others interaot differently. In particular right 
handed ourrenta are present. Identification of one of these 
leptons with X -partlole Is somewhat arbitrary beoauae at 
present we know little about it's interaction. One of the 
possibilities is Г а Е , . 

Bleotron and muon neutral currents contain axial part, 
and therefore parity violation in atomic physios is predic
ted. So if the аЬэеиед of parity violation in atoms will 
be confirmed this model should be considered as unsatisfac
tory. As in the previous model quark aeotor may be introdu
ced wite independently and will not be diaoussed here. 

Disouaalon 

Examples considered in the previous sections show that 
unified lepton models nay be formulated in a aupersymaetrio 
way. Superaymmetry implies severe restrictions on the pos
sible models and leads in particular to the existence of sum 
rules between the masses of leptons and \/ . -mesons. 
However, we found impossible to describe the existing 
experimental situation in the framework of minimal super-
synmetrio gauge ooupling. Perhaps mors oonplioeted gauge 
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groups should be considered. Minimal models certainly are 
more appealing from the aosthetical point of view and are 
more predictive. If one abandons the requirement of minima
lity and considers direct matter field interaction of the 
type Ф , then "standard" gauge groups,i.e.,SWW л Ш 1 ) , 

are aooeptable. In ccsparison with ordinary gauge models 
auperaymmetrlc lepton models give additional predictions 
concerning mass spectrum and the form of interaction. 
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